
Sewing Machines for this class are provided by Pfaff and Moore’s Sewing 
Center.
Due to safety concerns and contractual obligations, you are NOT permitted to 
use any machine other than the machines provided by Pfaff.

The following  supply list may state that you need to bring your own sewing 
machine. THIS IS NOT CORRECT. Please do not bring your own sewing 
machine to this class.

PLEASE CONTINUE TO PAGE 2 FOR THE INSTRUCTOR’S SUPPLY LIST.



Class requirements for Only One 

by Dora Cary 

 (finished quilt size: 69” x 69” or 58” x 80” when 
using 6 yards of fabric OR  46” x 52” when using 
3 1/3 yards of fabric) 

Tools of the trade:  

- sewing machine, extra needles, 
thread, bobbins, scissors 

- LARGE cutting board and 24” ruler  
- rotary cutter 
- iron and ironing board 

Special class related requirements: 

- access to a design wall (a flannel back vinyl table cloth works great as a design wall) 

Fabric: 

- 6 yards (or 3 1/3 yards) of one fabric, preferably with a large print, a large pattern 
repeat (ideally, between 22” and 24” along the selvage), plenty of negative space 
and a reduced number of colors (around 5 is ideal).  

A large array of fabric kits (fabric + Only One pattern) will be available for purchase in 
class. Buying a kit is not mandatory. 

Pattern: 

- Only One (to follow in class and take home to finish the quilt). Patterns will be 
available for sale in class and before (on my website). A pattern is $10 when bought 
in class. Each student in class must have their own pattern. 

In this workshop you will learn: 

- a much simplified Stack and Whack or One Block Wonder technique; 
- about layout, composition and color placement; 
- cutting and piecing techniques that are fast and easy; 
- how to minimize bulk at the intersection of multiple seams.  

BONUS: I’ll share my No Baste technique for quilting on a domestic sewing machine. 
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